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About This Game

Army Men II, the sequel to the best-selling title Army Men, takes plastic toy soldier warfare into the kitchen, bedroom, front
yard, and garage. Once again Sarge will lead his heroic Green forces into head-melting, plastic-body-part-exploding, combat

mayhem; only this time the battle is for control of the kitchen sink!

Crazy weapons: magnifying glasses and spray cans complement your traditional arsenal.

Plastic warfare's finest hour: nothing's as fun as melting Tan troops into puddles of plastic!

The kitchen campaigns: toy soldier warfare moves to the kitchen, bedroom, front yard, and garage!
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The fact they took away the mulitplayer options makes me♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥i even got the game. It's as good as I remember it,
even if they don't have custom battle. Now only if they'll release the army men world war edition i'll be set for a trip down
memory lane.. Finish the game about 2 hours. God, so many memories, it has been almost 20 years. I was a little 9 years old boy
on 1999. My father's friend brought me a disk of army men 2. I was falling in love with it. The only bad thing is some controls
are not very good. If you grow up as have a girl friend or wife with kids, you should buy this game as a memory.. The removal
of the multiplayer skirmish is one thing, but my issues is that the game always crash whenever i alt-tab, or there is a notification
that force the game to go minimized, since the game will only run in full-screen mode, and won't even load in a windowed
mode. any notification will force it to minimize then crash. it's almost unplayable except you disable all sort of notification. then
again you still can't alt-tab in case you want to do something else without closing the game. One of my favorite games of all time
growing up. As an adult, I can say with confidence that this game has aged well, mechanically and graphically. (Although a
Fullscreen or windowed option implpemented would be nice, if you tab out... your computer will do... something else.) Great
game to waste time on and spam cheats on though. Pllay with hundreds of troops or go classically through the campaign, quick
and easy. Best game of the entire series before Sarge's Heroes came around. And the stuff when Sarge's Heroes came out and
after still doesn't compare to Army Men II.

Fantastic game!

P.S.: When all else fails.... It is a fun throwback to the game I played as a child. However I finished the main story in a couple
days and with the confusing removal of multiplayer there is not much else to do. I would say that if multiplayer is added in later
it is more than worth buying it. But until then save your money for games that offers more than just nostalgia.. Pretty good,
builds off the first one. Was a major part of my childhood.. One of my favorite games of all time growing up. As an adult, I can
say with confidence that this game has aged well, mechanically and graphically. (Although a Fullscreen or windowed option
implpemented would be nice, if you tab out... your computer will do... something else.) Great game to waste time on and spam
cheats on though. Pllay with hundreds of troops or go classically through the campaign, quick and easy. Best game of the entire
series before Sarge's Heroes came around. And the stuff when Sarge's Heroes came out and after still doesn't compare to Army
Men II.

Fantastic game!

P.S.: When all else fails...
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THE STEAM VERSION IS ALTERED FROM THE ORIGINAL-- THEY REMOVED THE MULTIPLAYER GAMEPLAY.
As a kid I used to love playing the multiplayer feature against computer players; it was my favorite part of the game. Sad to see
it was REMOVED from the Steam release.

Copy below content to C:\Program Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\Army Men II\aai\weapon.aai and retry the campaign
again to find wonderful things happened in game

==========================================================================

# Weapon Default Table
# weapontype Rec Vel ZVel MxRng MnRng MxAmmo AF HDam EDam Respawn Prob RndAmm

NoWeapon 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 False 0 0
TrooperRifle 600 500 0 300 0 -1 False 3 0 True 0 0
Grenade 500 190 210 215 90 -1 False 4 35 True 7 20
Flamer 150 90 0 140 20 -1 True 2 0 True 4 40
Bazooka 1200 400 0 400 0 -1 False 30 20 True 6 20

Mortar 1500 280 400 540 200 -1 False 90 40 True 5 20
LargeCannon 1000 400 0 400 0 -1 False 30 20 True 0 30
MediumMG 250 500 0 260 0 -1 True 6 0 False 0 -1
HeavyMG 300 500 0 280 0 -1 True 8 0 False 1 -1
Rifle 250 500 0 250 0 -1 False 5 0 False 0 0

AutoRifle 250 500 0 250 0 -1 True 5 0 False 0 0
Mine 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 30 0 True 5 20
Explosive 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 150 0 True 3 6
Detonator 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 True 0 0
HotTarget 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 True 0 0

Flag 0 0 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 False 0 0
GreenFlag 0 0 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 False 0 0
TanFlag 0 0 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 False 0 0
GreyFlag 0 0 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 False 0 0
BlueFlag 0 0 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 False 0 0

Sweeper 0 0 0 100 0 -1 False 0 0 False 0 0
GuardTowerRifle 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 False 0 -1
MedKit 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 50 0 True 5 1
MedPack 0 0 0 200 0 -1 False 100 0 True 5 4
Airstrike 1000 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 True 1 2

Paratrooper 1000 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 True 1 2
Recon 1000 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 True 8 3
Note 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 True 0 0
FlakJacket 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 50 0 True 4 80
Vulcan 200 700 0 280 0 -1 True 8 0 False 1 -1

Sniper 1000 1000 0 540 0 -1 False 20 0 True 2 15
VehicleAmmo 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 True 0 10
VehicleArmor 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 True 0 10
VehicleNitro 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 True 0 10
Camouflage 0 0 0 0 0 -1 False 0 0 True 0 0

DisguiseGreen 0 0 0 200 0 -1 False 0 0 True 1 2
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DisguiseTan 0 0 0 200 0 -1 False 0 0 True 1 2
DisguiseBlue 0 0 0 200 0 -1 False 0 0 True 1 2
DisguiseGrey 0 0 0 200 0 -1 False 0 0 True 1 2
Magnifying 200 0 0 9999 0 -1 True 7 0 True 1 30

Aerosol 200 0 0 9999 0 -1 True 9 0 True 1 15
Wrench 0 0 0 200 0 -1 False 100 0 True 1 5
M80 0 0 0 240 0 -1 False 100 0 True 2 2
ZombieHands 500 0 0 32 0 -1 False 20 0 False 0 0

# weapontype Rec Vel ZVel MxRng MnRng MxAmmo AF HDam EDam. army men 2 it's one of those game are take you back
to your childhood well done you probably have one great imagination or one messed up imagination army men 2 is an isometric
shooter with some light RPG/RTS elements you play as sergeant Hawk your mission rid of the evil tan army use a variety of
weapons for example grenades bazookas and the ever-present flamethrower fortunately though the graphics are out of date and
your AI Partners and not the smartest some of the levels can be so difficult pull your hair out but underneath all the crap and
grime there is a gem waiting to be play so grab your rifle and your helmet I get ready for one hell of a war in conclusion I would
highly recommend this game. I wish it had the old AI battles it use too. But it lost them due to the updates. They can still be
modded back in. It is still a center piece to my heart this game.. The game unfortunately didn't age well but I'm here for the
memories so I'm recommending it lol. Worked fine on Win 10.. So, I bought this just to write the review, but I remember
waking up early in the morning as a kid before school just to play this. This is my single favorite game of all time and the
memories this game brings back can only be discribed as
"Eyes closed remembering days long gone with a smile and a nestalgic tear". I already had 1 and 2 on GOG, but how could I
resist my favorite game?

Anyway though, even without the multiplayer, it still holds that warm feeling I got when I played it as a kid.
A classic example of a good game. It's not too different from the old disc version... speaking of disc, I still have my discs for the
origional... I own too many copies of this game.. good to play this game again but why did they remove the offline multiplayer?
was there a reason?
. This game is trash. Do not buy. This doesn't include multiplayer--and that's the only thing i wanted to play. Even the "Fix"
doesn't work. Don't buy.. I FINALLY GOT THIS GAME AND I CAN PLAY IT AFTER TWELVE YEARS OF WAITING..
It's been almost 20 years since I last played this game and I've only just now managed to complete the campaign. It's still exactly
like I remember it, I've enjoyed reliving my childhood playing through this game again. The only problem is now that I'm older,
I can see all of the flaws that I never even thought about back then.

The franchise needs no introduction, but I will say that this is, without question, a massive improvement over the first game 
(which I'd never actually played until the games came to Steam) in terms of just about everything, the interface is better, graphics
are improved and there is much, much more variety, but the biggest improvement is the control, but that's not saying it's perfect
here either. Army Men II allows mouse movement control similar to Cannon Fodder (minus separate buttons for moving and
firing), which alone makes it rise above the first game massively, that being said, the control is also hardest thing to overcome.
In the first few missiosn of the game, I am sure that you will find yourself more frustrated than anything else trying to master
incredibly clunky controls, which is the last thing you want in any game, let alone in a series that is notoriously difficult with
most weapons inflicting massive friendly fire. You will get used to and master the control before too long, but it's a shame that
it's a hindrance in the first place.

As much as I love this series, most of it's titles are ones that show their age and not in in a good way, but I just can't say no to
recommending them either... I think the best way to summarise things would be to say that these games are good because they
play exactly the same as they did back in the day, but they're also flawed for the very same reason.

If instead of buying all classic Army Men titles like I did and are thinking about buying only one, get Army Men II, it's easily
the best of the bunch available on Steam. Just bear in mind that this game is 20 years old and it's control scheme massivlely
reflects that, but if you played it back in the day, pick it up again, I enjoyed my time with it.

On one final note, for whatever reason, the Steam version of this game removes the Multiplayer mode, which I can understand
in terms of online play in this day and age, but as a result of this, the offline Skirmish mode against the AI is also gone, which is
a bloody shame as it was one of the best aspects of the game. Non-the-less, the campaign is a fun and challenging little trip.
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